Making sense of the past

Stone Age Trail

Transport yourself back in time. You don’t need a Tardis time machine - just
your imagination. Go outside and stand in the middle of the gardens.
To try out these simple activities.
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What is this object?

Smell

Touch

Can you sniff out these Stone
Age smells at Hall Place?




Soil
Plants and trees
Berries and fruit

Add your imagination. What other
smells might they have smelt?

Wood smoke

Roasting meat

Poo
What other things can you think of?

What does this object tell us about the animal it belonged to?
If this animal lived in Bexley over 10,000 years ago, what sort of
landscape would Bexley have had?

You too can touch things that
would have been around in the
Stone Age.






Leaves
Tree bark
Grass
Stone
Flint

What other things can you think
of?
Remember to respect nature and
not harm or tread on any plants.

Try these suggestions to start a discussion

als

grassy

ocean

swampy

desert

town

icy

What is this object?
What does this object tell us about the animal it belonged to?
If this animal lived in Bexley over 54.5 million years ago, what
sort of landscape would Bexley have had?
grassy

ocean

swampy

desert

town

icy

Look at the shape of the stones in this display case. They are all stone
tools. Look at their shape, where are they round, sharp, pointed, or blunt?

Too

l ki

t

Can you draw a line to match the tools to the jobs?

Listen
Ignore all the modern sounds
like the motorway and listen
out for natural sounds





The wind
Trees moving
Animals and birds
Flowing water

Add your imagination. What
other sounds might they have
heard?

Fire

Different animals

Stone tools being used

Look and think
Would Hall Place have been a good
place to live in the Stone Age? What
do you think?
Look around you - ignore
anything modern




No buildings
No motorway
No walls or fences

Check the map to see what could have
been here during the Stone Age.
Would it have had everything you need
to survive? Discuss with your group.

Cutting meat and
skinning animals

Tying to a wooden
handle to cut trees

Holding in your hand
as an axe or knife

Fixing to the end
of an arrow

Eventually, people learnt how to make better tools from metal. But stone
tools were still being used. Why do you think this was?
cheaper

quicker to
shape

a symbol of
wealth and
power

people were
used to using
them

they were
the latest
technology

Look at the metal tools on display. What do you think they were used for?
Clue - which of the stone tools do they look like the most?
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